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per¡od. The per MWh amounts shown on the face of the chart are for the Pickering A
station, which has the highest PUEC of the stations shown on the chart.

B have
Chart 2-1 shows that the product¡on cost per MWh for Pickering A and Pickering
2047
been substantially greater than for Bruce Power. Overthe three years 2005 to
'
pickering A,s unit production cost was on average three times higher than Bruce Power
and four times the U.S. median. Darlington's performance is better than Bruce Power'
but is worse than the U.S. median. The average cost per MWh at Pickering A overthe
three-year period was $107 compared to $24 for the U.S. median and $41 for Bruce
Power.
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what they
Many intervenors were crit¡cal of both the results of oPG's benchmarking and
that
viewed as the apparent retuctance to engage in benchmarking. AMPCO submitted
pickering A is almóst five times more costly than the top quartile of U.S. operations,
while Pickering B is two and a half times more costly'
and the
The pUEC of a generating plant is a function of both the tevel of costs incurred
planfs capacity factor. Even a very low-costfacility can have a high PUEC if the plant
has an extended outage in a Period.
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Chart 2-2 shows the capacity factors for the OPG-operated plants compared to the
capacity factors of Bruce Power and the Canadian CANDU median. The capacity
factors shown on the face of the chart are for the Pickering A station, which had the
lowest capacity factor of the plants included in the chart.
OPG stated that in the first quarter of 2008, the capaciÇ factors achieved at its nuclear
stations were: Darlington - 990/oi Pickering A-79o/oi and PÍckering B - 86%.
Chart 2-2: OPG's Nuclear Capacity Factors Compared to Bruce and Canadian CANDU
Median
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Darlington's performance over the three-year period 2005 to 2007 was similar to that of
Bruce Power and the Canadian CANDU median; however, Pickering A and Pickering B
operated at lower capaciÇ factors, especially in2007. Over the three-year period 2005
b 2AO7, the average capacíty factor at Pickering A was 61% compared to 85% at Bruce

Power and

87o/o

for the CANDU median.

A number of parties questioned the long-term viability of the Pickering plants,
particularly Pickering A. Energy Probe noted that the operating costs of Pickering A
Declslonwith Reasons
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exceeded the value of the electricity generated and asked the Board to withhold
payments for any facility that raises the cost of power for consumers.

AMpCO argued that over the 2005 to 2007 per¡od, the average cost of Pickering A
powerwas double the Hourly Ontario Energy Price and the nuclear payment amount
received by oPG under o. Reg. 53/05. AMPCO concluded that even with the
period, the prudence
forecasted cost of 8.1 cent/kWh (AMPCO's calculation) in the test
OPG
of continued operation of Pickering A remains a concem. AMPCO argued that
the
should be required to file a tong-term assessment of the viability of Pickering A in
plan
a
next rates application. SEC also argued that OPG should be directed to file
which demonstrates that pickering A and Pickering B can operate at costs similar to
other generators.
OpG responded that the Board's role in this application is to review the costs of
argued
Pickering A, and based on these costs, set reasonable payment amounts. oPG
that the Board should not, and cannot, decide the ultimate viability of Pickering A' as
this is beyond the scope of Section 78.1 of lhe OEB Act'
given the
Regarding the AMpco and sEc submissions that oPG's costs are excessive
data and
benchmarking results, OPG responded that the intervenors used selective
oPG also
disregarded technical differences regarding Pickering A and Pickering B.
argued that AMPCO',s assertion that oPG waS resistant to benchmarking was
unsupponed. OpG maintained that it is committed to benchrnarking and is in full
compliance with the requirements in the MOA.

oPG also noted that it expects Pickering A and B's performance to improve
perform as well
substantially in the future and submitted that Darlington witl continue to
results for
as it has in the past. Most of the intervenors countered that the forecasted
projections.
200g and 200g are unduly optimistic and the Board should discount these
OpG also questioned the arguments by a number of intervenors that the Navigant
Study supports the conclusion that 2006 staffing levels were 'l2o/o higher than
level and
benchmark. OpG claimed that the Navigant Study cannot be used to test the
reasonableness of OpG,s labour cost because the Navigant Study is not representative
of staffing levels in the test period.
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Regarding the suggestion that the OM&A budget should be treated on an envelope
basis, OPG responded that while it should be free to manage specific expenditures
within an OM&A envelope, it is opposed any determination of the OM&A costs through
a benchmarking exercise.

Board Flndings
This aspect of the decision gives rise to two significant issues. The first is whether the
Board has the jurisdiction to determine the viability of the Pickering stations. The second
is the extent to which the Board should use the detailed benchmarking evidence to
assess the reasonableness of the costs OPG seeks to recover.

With respect to the first issue, the Board agrees with OPG that the Board's role in this
application is to review the proposed costs of the prescribed facilities and to order
reasonable payment amounts.
As discussed in Chapter 9 of this decision, the Board has rejected OPG's proposed
payment structure for the nuclear plants (which was to include a fixed amount of $1.2
billion during the test period plus a per MWh payment amount to cover the balance of
the revenue requirement). lnstead, the Board has decided to retaln the current variable
payment structure of an amount per MWh regardless of the level of production. lf OPG
operates its plants at a unit cost higher than the approved payment amount, the excess
costs will be borne by OPG and its shareholder. Consumers will not be at risk for costs
in excess of the costs used to set the payment amount. Therefore, the Board does not
accept the suggestion of intervenors that it order OPG to file a study on the long-term
viability of Pickering. The long-term viability of the Pickering stations ls an assessment
more properly made by the shareholder knowing that the Board will only allow the
reoovery of reasonable costs and that the payment structure will be such that
consumers will not bear production risk.

The benchmarking issue is more important. The dlrection given by the Province to OPG
in the MOA is very specific. OPG is directed to seek'continuous improvement in its
nuclear generation business." To this end, the MOA states: "OPG will benchmark its
performance in these areas against CANDU Nuclear plants worldwide as well as
against the top quarter of private and publicly owned nuclear electricity generators in
North America." And finally, the MOA states: 'OPG's top operational priority will be to
improve the operation of its existing nuclear fleet."
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the costs
The Board in this proceed¡ng is faced with the task of determining whether
is
OpG seeks to recover are reasonable. A very important tool available to the Board
the benchmarking analYsis.
This
Very lit¡e benchmarking evidence was filed by OPG in its initial applicationfiled the Navigant
evidence was largely produced during cross-examination when OPG
Study.

'The most common measure of productivity in nuclear generation industry is PUEC. The
pUECs of the two Pickering stations are far above industry averages as Chart 2-1
the worst of any
indicates; in fact, the operating cost performance of Piclcering A may be
three times the U.S.
nuclear station in North America. ln 2006, Pickering A had a PUEC
and twice the
average ($75.60 per MWh compared to $24.00 for the u.s. Median)
to $130.00 per
Bruce unit cost of $38.00 per MWh; in2007 Pickering A had increased
MWh compared to $23.00 for the u.s. median and $42.00 at Bruce.
pickering B's 2006 PUEC was better at $55.00 per MWh but was still more than twice
relatively
the U.S. median and significantly above Bruce. ln2O07, Pickering B remained
median and 307o
constant at $56.00 per MWh, which was still more than twice the u.s.
greater than Bruce. The Darlington ptant demonstrates a more respectable
performance at $29.00 per MWh in 2006 and $32.00 per MWh in 2007.
in 2008 due to
The unit costs at Pickerlng A and Pickering B are forecast to improve
costs will
higher planned capacity factors. OPG claimed that the Pickering A operating
in 2009. Slmilarly,
dectine from g130.10 per MWh in 2A07 b $76.00 in 2008 and $77.00
in
to
OpG claimed that the pickering B costs will decline from $56.00 in 2007 $50.00
these promised results.
both 200g and 200g. A number of intervenors were skeptical of

data' The first
OPG made two arguments concerning the PUEC benchmarking
technology decisions
argument made by OpG was that the productivity resutts flow from
ln other words, the
made in the past that should not be questioned using hindsightprudent at the time they were
Board must assume that the technology decisions were
are
made and the poor productivity results evident today, while unfortunate,
The Board finds
consequences of those decisions to be borne by the Ontario consumer.
this an unsatisfactory response.
OPG's primary argumentwas that the benchmarking data is unreliable'
Decislon with Reasons
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The Board does not believe it is sufficient for OPG to simply discount the benchmarking
studies on the basis of data quality. The studies are all based on standard measures
used by the nuclear industry throughout the United States and Canada. While caution
should be exercised when reviewing such data, the Board is satisfied that the studies
provide meaningful insights into OPG's operations. Moreover, even if there are frailties
in the data, the differentials remain striking, particularly with respect to Pickering A. The
reason why the MOA emphasized benchmarking was because such studies can and do
shine a light on inefficiencies and lack of productivity improvement.
While OPG critícizes the data, the Board notes that few steps have been taken to
improve the quality of studies. The Board also notes that benchmarking studies were
not filed as a matter of course but rather were reluctantly produced during the course of
cross-examination.
Moreover, the Board was surprised that OPG has not followed up with the suggested
Phases 2,3 and 4 of the benchmarking analysis suggested by Navigant. While the
benchmarking is critical to the Board (and it would seem to the shareholder), it appears
that OPG has done little since the completion of the Navigant Study. The Navigant
Study was delivered two years ago on September 15, 2006. There appear to be no
benchmarking studies underway. And OPG has not decided what benchmarking
evidence, if any, it will present at the next rates case.
Navigant completed Phase I of its study in 2006. Phase 2 as described at page 9 of the
Navigant Report was to set OPG's strategy and performance targets. Specifically,
Phase 2 was to address the question "what level of cost and operational performance
improvement is justified'. Phase 3 was to develop and execute an implementation plan.
Specifically, Phase 3 was to address the questions "what specific initiatives and actions
are needed to achieve identified performance improvement targets".
The questions Navigant suggested should be addressed in the second and third phases
of the study are important questions. They. are directly responsive to paragraph 4.3 of
the MOA.1a

to'OPG will seek continuous improvement in its nuclear generation business and internal
servlces. OPG will benchmark its performance in these areas against CANDU nuclear plants
worldwide as well as against the top quartile of private and publicly-owned nuclear electricity
generators in North America. OPG's top operational priority will be to improve the operation of its
existing nuclear fleet.'
30
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The Board directs OpG to produce further benchmarking studies in its next application
3 of
that specifically address the questions raised in the proposed Phase 2 and Phase
firm
the Navigant Report. Whether these studies are performed by Navigant or another
is a matter to be determined by the applicant.
past, a
The production costs of the Pickering A station are a particular concern. ln the
major reason for the high PUEC for Pickering A has been the extent of unplanned
higher
outages and the resulting tow capacity utilization. oPG has forecast significantly
even at
capacity factors for pickering A in 2008 and 2009. But, as Chart 2-1 illustrates,
well above the
those higher production levels, the PUEC for Pickering willstill remain
pUEC for pickering B, will be significantly higher than the PUEC of the Darlington
the
station, and will stay well above the PUEC achieved by the Bruce station over
period 2005 to 2AO7.Thus, poor capacity factors are not the whole reason for a high
PUEC at Pickering A.

the
The Board estimated the PUEC for Pickering A assuming it were able to reach
if Pickering
forecast capac¡ty factors of the Pickering B station in 2008 and 2009. Even
(from 797o in 2008
A were able to increase its planned capacity factors by that much
of Pickering
and g1o/o in 2009 to g67o in both years), the Board estimates that the PUEC
than the next
A would only fall to around $70 per MWh, a level that is still rnuch higher
issue with the
highest cost station in Chart 2-1.|n the Board's view, this indicates an
overall level of production costs at Pickering A'
is to disallow
Under these circumstances, the Board believes that a reasonable aclion
,100/o
otthe Base oM&A costs of pickering A. This represents a test period disallowance
removed
of $14.g million in 200g and $20.1 miltion in 2009. Even with those amounts
A will still
from the revenue requirement, the amount of the operating costs of Pickering
remain well above those of other nuclear plants'

The Board will have an opportunity to reexamine this issue when the benchmarking
exarnine any
studies are updated in the next proceeding. At that time the Board will
other utilities,
improvement or deterioration in production unit energy costs compared to
and the reasons for those changes.
OPG. The Board
Aside from this adjustment, the Board will allow the oM&A forecast by
but believes it is
understands the concern of the intervenors regarding the tevel of costs,
planned expenditures are
important to examine underlying cost drivers. A number of the
Declslon with Reasons
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related to safety and cost improvements. The Board's main concern is that there be a
nOPG's
significant improvement ín operating costs. As the MOA stated,
top operational
priority will be to improve the operation of its existing nuclear fleet." The Board
recognizes that new ihvestments will be necessary to reduce these costs.

2.3 Nuclear Advertising
OPG included in its revenue requirement for the test period $3 million for membership in
the Canadian NuclearAssociation (CNA). Of thls amount, $2.3 million is for OPG's
contribution to GNA's advertising program. OPG forecast an additional expenditure of
$3.7 million on advertising in support of nuclear generation. ln total, $6 million is
forecast to be spend on advertising related to nuclear generation.
The OPG position was that this advertising is designed to create public support for
nuclear generation and communicate to the public that nuclear generation is safe and
environmentally friendly. SEC claimed this was not the purpose of the advertising.
Rather SEC claimed it was an attempt to influence publlc opinion on the future of
Ontario's supply mix, SEC asked the Board to disallow allthe advertising expense.
Energy Probe also submìfted that customers should not pay for nuclear advertising
intended to influence public opinion or public policy. lt cited numerous examples where
U.S. regulators disallowed such expenditures and concluded that the entire nuclear
advertising expenditure of $6.7 million should be disallowed.
OPG responded that its nuclear advertising activities have nothing to do with the future
power supply but are designed to inform Ontario residents about nuclear safety and
environmental benefits. OPG stated that Energy Probe's arguments were questionable
characterizations of statements by OPG's witnesses and should not be treated as
evidence. ln addition, OPG noted that Energy Probe failed to acknowledge that some of
the U.S. rules cited allowed for exemptions.
OPG also disputed that nuclear advertising can influence the outcome of the IPSP
proceeding noting that the Province has already decided the future course for nuclear
generation in Ontario. OPG claimed that a full diicussion of nuctear energy, by both
proponents and opponents, is in the public interest and OPG's communication is an
essential part of that discussion.
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Page 4 of 9

2

indicative of
effect for almost three years, the proposed increases are quite small. This is
process to
OpG,s efforts since the last payments proceeding to engage in a continuing

3

control operating expenses.

1

4
5

6
7
8

Operating Expense
For example,
OpG's evidence on operating expenses illustrates its progress in cost control.
for regulated hydroelectric, a comparison belween the OM&A costs requested in this
Application and those approved in the last application shows an increase of approximately

11

Ex. l1-T1'
4.5 per cent over a three-year period from the end of 2009 to the end o12012(see
s1 Table 2). considering that labour costs, the major component of oM&A costs, reflect
period, the test
general wage increases of between 2 and 3 per cent per year over this same

L2

period OM&A request embodies substantial cost savings'

9

r0

13

t4
t5

l6

five-year
ln Nuclear, an extensive benchmarking effort led to the development of challenging
To help meet
operational and financial performance targets as explained in Ex. F2-T1-S1'
part of the 2010 '2014 Nuclear
these targets, nuclear has developed seven key initiatives as

18

other cost
Business plan (Ex. F2-T1-SI, Attaohment 1). Based on these initiatives and
Business Plan
control measures explained in Ex. F2-T1-S1, oPG's 2o1o - 2014 Nuclear

19

period'
shows more than $2OOM in OM&A cost savings in the test

T7

20
2T

22
23

24

Corporate group
Corporate groups have also embarked on significant cost savings initiatives'
by approximately 5 per cent over the 2007 '2012 period and incorporate

costs increase

specific cost savings
savings in the test'period based on'the 2aß - 2014 Business Plan.
in'rtiatives by the corporate groups are discussed in Ex. F3-T1-81.

25

27

group costs, 68 per cent are attributable to the prescribed facilities,
generation that is produced by the
which compares favourably to the 72 per cent of oPG's

28

prescribed facilities.

26

of the total corporate

30

essentially the same cost allocatíon methodology
reviewed and
employed in EB-2007-0g05. oPG's corporate cost allocation has been
Corporation ("Black and
endorsed by independent cost allocation experts, Black and Veatch

31

Veatch"). The Black and Veatch study is presented in Ex. F5-T2-S1.

29

opG is using

t0

'
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Schedule

1
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I

¡

Targeting better than industry performance on safety.

2

3 r
4

Targeting a significant improvement in reliability metrics (cunently in the lowest quartÍle),
while maintaining top quartile performance in other metrics.

5

f o
7
8

lncorporating plan over plan cost reductions of $293 million with the investment in the
Pickering B Continued Operations initiative. Yearly cost savings (compared to the 2009
Nuclear Business Plan) over the planning horizon are as follows:

2010

2011

2012

2013 'Total

84.0

43.0

68.0

98,0

2010.2014 Business Plan wlth

Contlnued Ooerations

9 c
10

293.0

Targeting generation increases in 2010 to 2013 by 0.5 TWh (reduced by 2.6 TWh with
Pickering B Continued Operations).

1l

12 ¡

lncorporating net reductions of

7ü

staff over the period from 2009 lo 2014.

13

L4
15

OPG's achievement in introducing a gap-based business planning process was also noted
by ScottMadden in its Phase 2 transmitta! letter (Ex. F5-T1'S2), as follows:

16

17
18
19
20
2I
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

lt is our opinion that OPGN has undertaken the actions necessary to
successfully pilot a gap-based business planning process as originally
envisioned. These actions include: (a) fairly benchmarking the company's
operational and financial performance to external peersr (b) using the
benchmarking results to establish performance improvement targets that will
achieve, or significantly drive the company closer to, top quartile industry
performance, and (c) developing and implementing a gap-based business
planning process that identified the improvement initíatives best able to close
the identified performance gaps.
Improvements in the OPGN planning process include the following: (a)
establishment of top-down quantitative operational and financial targets for
each year and each busíness unit, (b) identífication of site, business unit, and
functional improvement initiatives that are tied to specific operational and

tl
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financialtargets, (c) designation of accountability nolnls.jor the delivery of all
of
improvámeñt iñit¡ätiuár, ia) l¡nrage of improvement initiatives to closure
of
improvement
(e)
incorporation
and
documented pãtform"ñc'"'gaps,
initiatives into ihe site and suþport unit buèiness plans and budgets'"

I
2
3

4
5

6

3.0

7

3.1 Nuclear Business Planning

8

opc

NUCLEAR BUS¡NESS PLANNING AND BENCHMARKING

10

group is undertaken
Nuclear's business planning for oPG's nuclear operations
planning process (Ex'
annually as part of and consistent with the OPG corporate business
strategic and
A2-T2-S1). The business planning process'is focused on establishing

1l

performance objectives for nuclear

t2

objectives.
identifying the initiatives and resources required to achieve these

9

in

alignment with oPG',s corporate objectives and

13

I4
15

16

t7
l8
r9
20

2l
22
23

year with internal reviews
The nuclear business planning process starts in the spring of each
business objectives and
of the current planning framework, the confirmation and updating of
review of the
priorities, a review of business planning instructions from corporate Finance, a
oM&A expenditures,
status of operational and performance plans and related capital and
and performance
and the identification of emerging issues. out of this process, slrategic
preliminary
objectives for OpG Nuclear are determined and prioritized. A consolidated
officer ("GNo") in
business plan is developed for review and approval by the chief Nuclear
plan is submitted for review by
tate Auguslearly September. Thereafter the nuclear business
the OPG Board of
the president and chief Executive Officer ('CEO") for final submission to
Directors, as discussed at Ex A2'T2-SI.

24
25
26

27

3.2

Benchmarking lnítiative Overview
and its shareholder
consistent with the 2005 Memorandum of Agreement between oPG
its performance
(provided at Ex. A1-T4-S1 Attachment 2), OPG Nuclear has benchmarked

31

ptants as well as against u's'
against CANDU ("Canadian DeUterium uranium") nuclear
OPG undertook a
nuclear generators to identify opportunities for improvement' ln 2009,
of its 2010 major new nuclear benchmarking initiative in conjunction with the development
in EB'2007-0905
2014 Business plan. This initiative was in response to the OEB directive

32

operational performance
Decision with Reasons (page 37) that oPG should target cost and

28
29
30

\)-
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to

procure external resources

to assist in this work. The

I

team decided

2

management team has been up and running since January 2010.

project

3

to

build management accountability for the timely

4

Another step undertaken was

5

implementation of the improvement initiatives into Nuclear's 2010 scorecard, which is the

6

basis for the annual incentive plan payout.

7

8 3.4 Discussion of Phase 2 Benchmarking Results
9 3.4.1 Taroet Settino
10 As described in ScottMadden's Phase 2 Final Report, the Nuclear Executive Committee
('NECI held two target setting sessions in June 2009 focused on setting operational and
II
12 financial performance targets.
13

14
15
16

5 is from the ScottMadden Phase 2 report (page 15). lt shows a hypothetical
comparison of OPG performance to industry benchmarks in 2014 assuming OPG

Attachment

achievement of the 19 key benohmark performance indicators established during the target

t7

l8
19

20

2l
22

The targeted perforrnance improvement by 2014 with respect tô Total Generating Cost for

23

the Pickering stations is below median. This reflects the reality of OPG's initial starting point

24

in terms of the material condition of these plants. Also, in OPG's view, there are various

25

struc.tural factors that influence costs and impact on OPG's ability to close the performance

26

27

gap relative to top quartile cost performance (Attachment 3). These factors include nuclear
generation complexity, safety and regulatory considerations, different generations of

28

technology within the OPG Nuclear fleet, extensive training requirements in critical areas,

29

demanding material standards, and a challenging work environment.

30
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Executive Summary
electricity
financial

OpG Nuclearwill continue to deliver on its mission of proudly generating clean, safe, low-cost
through dependable performance. This business plan outlines Nuclear's operational and
performance targets for the next 5 years and the plan to meet this

commitment.

the
With the use of external benchmarking, aggressive yet balanced targets have been set by the CNO under
4 Gornerstones areas of Safety, ReliabÌlity, Human Performance and Value for Money:

'
.

Nuclearwill continue to target better than industry Safety performance-

.

plan over plan bosts will be reduced by $423 million (or $293 mitlion with investment in Pickering B Continued
OPerations).

.
.

Generation will increase in 2010 to 2013 by .5 TWh (reduced by 2.6TWh with Continued Operations).

quartile performance
Reliability metrics cunentty in the lowest quartile will improve significantly, while maintaining top
in others.

This plan incorporates net staff reductions o1791from 2009 to 2014-

plan to address the gaps between
Using a fleet-wide peerteam approach, Nuclear has developed an action
targets and current performance levets. 7 key initiatives have been identified that will drive significant
performance imProvement.

-{

2

Nuctear Aus¡ness Plan 2010 to 2A1 4
Confîdential

-

Board of Dîrectors

I
I

I
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5 Year Performance Plan

Continue to lead industry in
ovenatl conventional and

nuclear safety parformancelncrease

fu

el reliabllity.

Sfengthen equipment
reliability and human
performance to reduce reactor

trips.
Focus on work order
readiness, reducing backlogs,
improving maintenance
effectiveness, and work
management.
Reduce base and outage
operating costs to improve
fleet wide total generating
costs per MWh. Darlington
becomes industry leader in

costs. Pickering A and B
narrowgaps.

2010-2014 values represent an.r¡al teryols. Acluâlswill bs cala¡lated basad on rofing avefâ96 defin¡t¡{tns.
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Nuclear Business Plan

2A1 0

þ

201 4

Confrdentíal

-

Board of Directors

:'$?ff;8å"'
OPG Coqfidentiat

-

Internal Use

Only --

2009 Bglgqmafking RepoÍ

Exhiblt F5-f-l
Pasê 1 I of 158

(operations related) results are averaged a! the unit level and EUCG (oost related) results are
generating costs.
àveraged at the phít level. Included are a few key operational metrics and total

Section 6.0 provides an appendix of supporting information, including common acronyms,
except
ãefinitions and panel ro*poiition det¿ils. Zero values a¡e exoluded from all calculations
prior
subsequent
and
the
by
averaging
imputed
was
data
*h"r, zero is a valid r"rult. Missing
yr"r if pogiUfe. If this was not possible, the averagè of the two most recent years was usedBenchmarking Results

- Plant Level Summary

Table¡provides a summary of OPG's performance compared to the benchmark panel. For the
PIIWR),
\ryANO metrics with trvo pánels (i.e. ali COG CANDU; all North American PWR and
plant
level.
at
the
are
table
in
the
tlre all COG CANDU panet was used. Calculations
quartile or maximum
For reference, greon shaded boxes indicate that performance is atove best
Ñir points aie-achieved if applicablg white shaded boxes indicate between best quartile and
*ããiän, yellow shaded boG; indicate that perfor.mance is between median and the worst
worst quartile. Each
är.tuiá änd red shaded boxes indicate that þerformance is within the
metric represented here is analyzed in this report.
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Cå.

Plant Level Performance Summary

usod for WANO quertle and modlan dala wts All COG CANOU

= ov"r"[ ,o*'"rd |tond durho rooorllno

2009 BenchmarkingleportPase

Gr€ôn o bost quarülo petformance/mex NPI pohls achlevod lf sppllcablo
Whllo . znd gutrÍlo polormance
Yellow = 3rd quarlllâ podormanco
Rod = lowo3t quôrlllo porfrm¡nco

con€lslonl pelormâîco du.lng the reportlng por¡od

Benchmarking Results

- Operator

Summary

Operator level summary results for a specifio metic are the average (meaÐ of the results actoss
all plants managed by the given nuclear operatoç providing a comprehensive overview of a
'lvhile the operator level summary
nuclear operator's financial and operating performance.
results presented in Section 5.0 include a calculation for Unit Capability Factor (UCF) as well as
WANO Nuclear Performance Index (WANO NP! and Toal Generating Costs per MrWl¡ this
executive surnmary only addresses'WAI.IO NPI and Total Generating Costs per MWh. This is
because UCF is a subcomponent of WANO NPI. Full details of the operator summary results
can be found in Section 5.0.
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Ref: Ex. F2-T1-S1, Attachment 8, Darlington Benchmark Targets

4
5

6
7

I

9
10

lssue Number: 6.5
lssue: Has OpG responded appropriately to the observations and recommendations in the
benchmarking rePort?

lnterroqatoru,

t4

The targeted benchmark for Total Generating Costs per Ne!.fr/Wh, is $35.70. and $36.69 for
zôir àñO 2012forthe Darlington GS. please provide the rationale for selecling benchmarks
ãópioiir"tèry toV" ábov" í2o/o above the áchieved benchmark for Darlington in 2008?
2012
Èieásà also þrovide the inflation assumptions that were used to set the 2Q11 and

t5

benchmarks.

1l
t2
13

16
T7

18

Response

1,9

The actual Total Generating Costs/fvlWh in 2008 for Darlíngton was $31.56. The annual
tâiõetsset tor Z1i't and2012are therefore 13 p9l cent and. '16 p"l centiigher thanll¡e 2008
The annual tgrgets toy lpJ.t and 2012 were
à;ñõñãgg, nót 19 þer cent 1qd 2z.per_cent. to
recognize_industry inflation. As explained
2008
performance
achieved'in
5ãi ãUo* th'e
is
for Tolal Generating Qsfq to increase by
assumption
inflation
industry
Uáb',,11n" oveiall
projected increase of 13 per cent over
per
Dailington's
per
annum.
ceni
4
ãóploi¡rátrly '16
per cènt over four yearð is therefore reasonable when benchmarked
ifirãJ Vð"rJ ánd

20
21,

22
23

24
25

26
27
28
29
30
31

32
33

34
3s
36
37
38
39

40
41,

42
43

44
45

against these industry projections.

During the target setting process (Ex. F2-T1-S1, p?gq 13) industry "inflation".assumptions
wãré ãer¡veO È'V ScottUääden and'applied to the 20t¿ inOustry !gI_99ç bgse$ on hjstorical
àscalation rateé derived from tne'EËbtric Utility Cost Group ('EUCG') database. l1d-ustry

lgt'iî?*l',î:tl::îî31?ii:';;iiåi$*ffi
to
ãatã.'fnis
equaies

r'ffi :Ë"'i3J'"3i3'ßåi

an annual inórease in Total Generating Costs of approximately 4 per

cent.

The foür components that make up Total Generating Costs (Total Non-fuel Operating Costs;
2011 and
Éüãl Córts; Cäpital CoJts and Net'Ëlectrical Productìon) and their respective 2O08,
shown
As
below.
the
table
in
found
be
can
Station
Generating
Darlington
ior
ZOiZ amoúnts
increasing,
are
Costs
in iñ" irU¡", Totat Nãn-tüel Operating õosts, Fuel Costs and Capital
while Net Elechical Productiòn is flat.

Total Non-fuel Operating Costs consist of station costs (inclusive of Nuclear supp^ort costs),
ðõipor"i" cost adocatióñs ano pension burden costs. For these items, Darlington Generating
per cent in
Station's costs are tàrgéteO to'reduce from the 2008 tevels by 9 per cent and 7
Witness Panel: Nuclear Benchmarking & Business Planning
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4
5

6

2011 aind 2012, respectively, offset by increases in corporate cost allocations and pension
burden costs. Fuel costs from inventory are projected to increase as discussad in Ex. F2-T551. The increase in Darlington Generating Station capital costs is based on an increase
projected allocation from the fixed capital portfolio and align with the assumption that more
capital will be invested in Darlington Generating Station as it ages and less in Píckering
Generating Stalion as it nears its end of life (see Ex. L-11- 015).

7
8

Witness Panel: Nuclear Benchmarking & Business Planning
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Update of the Ganadian Short'Term Outlook
Canada and

Slowing Growth ln Ganada
Evidence is growing that rcal cconomio outp¡t ¡n þoth the
United Sutes and Canada is slowing signiftcantly' Secoad'guarter n:al ODP growth in the U¡rited States rilûs weak at
i.+Vo.fnu outlook fo¡ the thlrd çarter is tho worst yet of
a
this ycar, as real GDP g'owür is expooted to decclerate to
in
slowdown
marked
a
for
calls
forecast
dísnal 1,?%. TÏe
f¡xed ¡on-¡eside¡rtial investmètrt and goverunent sectors'
is tho-reüenc'hment of
the biggest drag on the U.S. out'look
ptunging
at a doubleittvestment,
residential co¡stn¡ctíon
is fore€oonomy
The
U.S.
quarter.
digit pocc in ll¡e third
2'4%
nrilder
year
and
a
sligbtþ
casteå to grow by 2.8% this

ICa¡¡da

&irdquarær Erowth. Reat GDP wilt grow around

prospects
The euphoric feeling of Can¡da's strong growtb
to a ttny
now
dirnini$hed
year
has
this
earlier
otpected
and
bordor
ofthe
nced
south
experie
weakness
hope. Tbe
demand
slowing
well,
As
to
Canorla.
is
spreurliry
iuburope

Csnada's domestic demand ls already wavering oud we
judge that Û¡e coosumerivill probably not be a significant

Update of the C¿nadian Short-Tem O¡ttlook
Sfeoiol Topio: panadiauDollaf Report-Keoping au Eye
Special Topic: Canada's Job Recovory7Swift,

contribuùor to grorvth over iùe next few quartots' A deted'
oratíng trûde ballnce is evidence that economic woes in lhe
U¡ited States and Eur.opo are affecting Canada' and that

ButNot

will weigh on Ca¡ada's eco'

Solid

werrkooing foreign demand

U.S. August Forecast l{ighlights and Sunrmary Table
CanadiauAugust Forecast Summary Tbble '

nomic output as well. Some com¡uodity prices have
bouncedback since June, pa¡ticularly oil' Rising cbnmotl'
ity prices will prop up Cauada's no¡ninal tado balance, but
' the ongoing deceleration in the grorvth of real exporls will
'actas a fairly maior drag on overall real GDP growlh ir' the

Recent and Upooming SPeclal
Rep orts/Presentatlo ns
Can¡dian Econon¡ic Outloåk Semlnarl "Charting the
the
North Aoerican Bcono¡nic Recovery: Key Drive¡s of
Ecoirornic Bxpansion BeyÔnd 2010" (September 22,
2010). Please visit thc wgbsitø htB;//n'rvw'ibsglobalinsigb rcornÆvents/BverrlDetail 104825.htrn
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ATTACHMENT 3
Key Drlvers of Total Generating Costs
OpG Nuclear business ptanning has historically been driven by certain key factors that drive
costs, many of whlch are unique to CANDU (Canadian Deuterium Uranium) operations:

Gomptexity: Nuclear plants are technologically sophisticated facílities, with a large number
of safety and process systems, and a high level of redundancy forcritical components within
the plant. ln addition to the complexity inherent ín boiling or pressurized water reactors, on'
line refueling and functions associated with heavy water management add significantly to the
cost and complexity of CANDU operations.

There are numerous differences between CANDU and other reactors that result in different
costs. Of the world reactor fleet of 436 units, 265 or 61 per cent are pressurized water
per cent are
reactors. Ninety-two or 21 per cent are boiting water reactors, and 39 or 9
CANDU type. The remaining units are mainty gas cooled reactors. Some of the most
significant technotogical differences driving costs are noted here.

l_ì-
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Technology Differences between CANDU and Pressurized Water
Reactors/Boi li ng Water Reactors
Compbnents

pickerins

Reactor
associated

A

Horizontal Horizontal

systems

Heavv

Generator Output
Steam Generators

(SG)/unit
Main Coolant

Pumps/unit
Large lsolation

Valves Main Circuit

Power

to'å'lf;TÏÎt"'

'riiå?i:'rï.l,

Horizontal

water i,:?Y i:?Y
934MW

Lisht

water Light water

500-1400MW 500-1400MW

54OMW

54OMW

12

12

2-4

16

16

2-4

40/unit

40/unit

Standby Generators
& Emergency

Pickerlns Darrnsron

6 for 4 units

NA

4/unit

I for4

6for4

units

units

2

I

8for4

6for4

units

units

2lunil

2lunit

NA

NA

NA

NA

Stainless
steel

Stainless
steel

Shut Down

Systems/unit
On line Fuelling
Machines

I

for 4 units

Tritium Removal
Facility
Heat Transport
System

Carbon steel

Garbon
steel

Carbon
steel

Generation Technotogy: OPG's nuclear stations contain the first large-scale
commercial CANDU units ever built, the result being that many of the technological
issues OPG faces are being addressed for the first time in the nuclear industry.
Addressing issues affecting critical components such as steam generators, feeder pipes,

and pressure tubes has demanded and will continue to demand extensive effort. This
work includes high cost maintenance activities such as the feeder replacement program,
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and preservation of fuel channels through restoration of spacing margin to prevent
deterioration (spacer location and relocation program). Aging technology also drives
greatest
OpG,s ongoing investment in research and development programs. To the
extent possible, life cycle plans for all major components assist in ensuring fitness for
seryice.

Safety and Regutatory: OPG must ensure that the stations are operated and rnaintained
safely at all times, and remain safe even when non-operational. For example, even when
a unit is shut down, nuctear fuel continues to produce heatlhat must be removed.

The requirement to meet nuclear safety regulations and standards imposed by the
federal Nuclear Safety and ControlAct, and the need to satisfy OPG's nuclear regulator,
the CNSC, as described in Ex A1-T6-S1, drives a large number of ongoing work activities
and costs. These include scheduled "periodic inspections" of specified equipment, in-

systems, systems operations and component
conditions, and preventive and remedial activities. ln addition to ongoing activities, there
potential of
is also extensive effort for re-licensing of each station every five years and the

depth analysis and assessments

of

additional requirements and costs associated with the license renewal.

Whip nuclear safety is an obvious driver of maintenance and monitoring activities and
therefore of costs, there hds also been a trend in recent years for the CNSC to mandate
changes to organizations and facilities to address changing requirements in such areas
as physical security and fíre protection.

Training: A fUrther consequence of complexity is that OPG must hire staff with special
skills that require extehsive and ongoing training. The following provides an example of

the impact of training in the critical area of nuclear operators obtaining their stations

pecif ic certif ication:

o

Non-licensed Operators: When a new field operator is hired, it typically takes
approximately two years of training before the operator is able to perform work in the
statjon. At this point, the nonlicensed operator is able to work independently, but may
still be required to work alongside an experienced oporator for sensitive activities.

L\
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o

Licensed Operators: As opposed to the field-based non-licensed operators, licensed

operators are authorized to physically operate the station within the main control
room. Certification to become a fully authorized nuclear operator typically requires
two to six years of field work as a trained operator,.followed by four to five years of
study and règuhtory examínation, to be allowed'to operate as a unit panel operator

on an independent basis. Certification further requires ongoing training (generally,
one week out of five).

.

Material Standards: Equipment in a nuctear stalion. can be subjected to demanding
conditions on an ongoing basis and may be required to operate in a harsh environment
(e.9., steam environment, increased radiation, high temperature and pressure or seismic

acceleration) under postulated accident conditions. The harsh environment not only
necessitates more frequent maintenance or replacement of parts, but. also requires
tightly-speoífied replacement parts that are environmentally-qualified for operations under
such condítions, and detailed maintenance procedures to ensure that such qualification is
not inadvertently compromised. Supply Chain must create and maintain the infrastructure

to identify and audit vendors who can meet the stringent

requirements from both a

technical and quality assurance program standpoint, complying with all applicable codes
and standards. "Cradle to grave" traceability (from the material manufacturer of record, to

the exact end use location within the station along with the qualifications of all staff who
handled the item while in process), is an example of the very costly process that is
required for many components.

o

Work Environment: ln addition to the direct impact on materials costs and demanding
maintenance procedures as noted above, work environment (primarily radiation) also

constrains labour productivity, since maintenance in some physical locations of the
nuclear plant requires both protective procedures and equipment (e.9., the wearing ôf
cumbersome plastíc suits, with dedicated breathing air). Furthermore, within and outside
radiation areast labour productivity is significantly impacted by the need for:

o . Stringent security procedures.required of all staff prior to entering protected.areas of
the plant (such as badging, security clearances, and metal detection).
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Turnover communications/pre-job brlefing for all staff, including procedure review for
the speoiflcjob at hand.

Obtaining radlatlon proteotion approvals, and adjusting proteotive equipment or
receiving additional briefing as required.
Having èquipment physically taken out-of-service, or appropriately isolated, such that

work can proceed safelY.
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I
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
l0
li
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

AMPGP lnterroqatorv #023

2

Ref: Ex. FsjTl-S1, page 13
lssue Number: 6.4
lssue: ls the benchmarking methodology reasonable? Are the benchmarking results and
targets flowing from those results for OPG's nuclearfacilities reasonable?

lnterrosatow
Regarding the statement 'Additionally, the WANO NPI results of all CANDU operators are

concentrated

at the bottom of the peer group for the period 2006-2008":

a)

Please provide the year by yearWANO NPI results for Candu vs. PWR.

b)

ls it the opinion of ScoftMadden that the above statement reflects a temporary anomaly?
Alternatively, is it the opinion of ScottMadden that the above staternent is likely to prevail
in future? ln either case, please comment on the reasons for the opinion expressed.

19

20

2l
22
23
24

Response

a)

Year-by-year World Association of Nuclear Operators (WANO") Nuclear Performance
lndex ("NPl") results for CANDU vs. PWR are presented in the table below:

25
26
27

Average WANO NPI Rankings

J.S,
J.S.
J.S.
J.S.
J.S.
J.S.
J.S.
J.S.
J.S,
J.S,
J.S.
J.S.
J.S.
J.S.

PWR

1

1C

PWR 2
PWR 3

Á

PWR4

t

PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR

5
6
7

PWR
PWR 11
PWR 12
PWR 13
PWR 14

,

1

I

1
¿

1S

1i

'13

14

g

1(
¿

8
9
1O

C

1't

1i

11

1t

12

11

13

1

14

14

1Í

15
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1l

1t
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(

1(

1

2(

1(

1€

)anada CANDU 2

1i

2C

1€

lanada CANDU 3

1f

1f

2(

J.S. PWR 15
nternational GANDUS
Sanada CANDU

1

2

04 2008 OPG NPI Scores vs. CANDU NPI Scores:

3
OPg¡{
OPOII

il.dhn r ¡õ.1
Avrngr. t¡t¡

Cnrdulïodd
Çonrlu Woild

[rdhn¡t?.l

Arrngl r !s.f

(c¡talldrroFGltll

4
5

in the chart showing ordinal

6
7

Note that

8

resutts include Canadian CANDU.

9

10
1l

12

l3
t4
15

16
17
18

t9
20

2l
22

rankíngs, "lnternational GANDUs" exclude

CãnaOian CANDU, *herear thj"Candu World Median" and "Candu World Average"

2008 flme period, CANDU operators have been concentrated at the
b) Over the 2006
results for
nottom of the WANO Ñpt rank¡ngs as comparedto PWRs. Since the lower NPI
during
a.n.919131y
not
are
period,
results
these
òÀñOU have been consistent o:ver this
predict if the results
it
cannot
that
oPG
ädv¡sed
has
i-n" òãiloã-éi"r¡ñð0.-óðottvàooen
will continue into the future.

-

of.the ten
Differences between PWR and CANDU generation technologies impacl many
for
Factors
Gapability
Unit
r"ltiirr that comprise the Nuclear Pðrformance lndex. outages'-Longer outages,
longer
ql3lned
óÃÑóU"át" typ¡cäfy iower than PWRs due to
ln
¡r t*r, üù¡t ¡n'n¡ghér Collective Radiation Ery99we which.is another NPI component.
can
components-which
of
number
higher
with
complex
ääO¡tion, cÀÑoU únits are more
greater
oð i¡nf,.jo to higher rms ¡n CANDÚ technologÍ as well as the potential for
unplanned work during outages.
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AMPCO lnterroqatorv #922
I
3 Ref: Ex. F2-T1-S1
4
5 lssue Number:6.3
6 tssue: ls the test period Operations, Maintenance and Administration budget for the nuclear
7 facilitiesappropriate?
8
9 Interrodatorv
10
be paid by tfe nuclear- business each
ii a) How much station service power has been or will
period?
Please include a breakout of GA
1Z year since 2005 through to the end of the test
13 costs.
14
the AMPCO High 5 proposal as described in
iS b) please provide an estimate of the impact oftest
period.
the
to
apply
during
it
were
16 EB-2008-O272af
L7
ie c) please update Charl 2-1: Gomparative Nuclear PUEC Costs from the EB-2007-0905
19 Decision with Reasons.
2

20
2L

22 Resp.onse
23
At the nuclear stations, some electricity consumptlon is self-supplied (i.e., supplíed
U a)
-'
Oiieòtty from the generaiors), and some ôonsumptio.n is supplíed.from.the^lndependent
iS
Electricity System-Operator fteSO") -controlled gr¡d q.e.,grld withdrawals). As outlined in
,6
OpG's résp-onse toihe inteirogatory in Ex. L-01-088 part b),.the IESO does not meter
il
does meter grid withdrawals. All station
Zg sef-supp¡¡éO consumption but the- IESO
is paid by OPG:
grid
withdrawals,
or
ercctriiit! consumption, self-supplied
,g
30
o Self-supplied consumption reduces the station elechicity output into the IESO3l
controlle'd grid. Becaube this consumption is not metetø þ.V the.lESO, it does not
3t
attraot nonlenergy load charges and OpG does not explicitiy track the value of this
33
consumPtion.
34
35
g6 . Grid withdrawals are metered by the IESO and they attract non-energy load charges.
37
Table I below outlines the value of grid withdrawals by calendar year from.2005 - 2009.
ãe
jg
The first column shows the value of õrid withdrawals. The second column shows the total
column shows the GlobalAdjustment component
40 non-energy loäd charges while the third
charges.
load
non-energy
included in the total
4l
42
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Table
Nuclear Grid Withdrawal

Va!qegiZ995

Vãlue of
Withdrawals ($M)

Total Non'Energy
Load Charges
(lncluding Global
Adiusfmentll f$Mì

2005

55.5

10.8

2006

39.5

10.1

2007
?onß
2009

38.0
38.6
24.8

9.8
10.6

Year

2

1

36.1

99.

Global Adjustment
(lncluded in Total
Non-Energy Load
Charqesl l$M)

(6.7\'
3.2
3.3

4.9
26.8

ln Table 2 below, an exp¡cit forecast of the cost of grid withdrawals is not available. The
Snows tne iotal non-energy charge forecast while the second column shows
ärsi
"ofrr"
component of tfre totalforecast non-energy load charge'
in" CnnalAdjustment

3

4
5

6

Table 2
Nuclear

Costs:2010-

7
8

I

b)

10
11

t2
l3

l4

proposal. OPG
OpG has no estjmate of the impact on its station service costs of this
and
tha!
in
EB-2010-0002
OEB
!ydr9 One suggests
notes that this matteiis before the
decides to adopt
oEB
the
that
event
in
ihe
1,2012
¡ánuàw
l[-iñf;ñàntãt'.n a"iã ãi
this proposal.

that the Bruce definition
c) OpG has updated the chart as indicated. OPG does not accept
('PUEC") definition
,All
Cost
Unit
Energy
costs is compáiaOle to the Production

of

ln,'
used by OPG.

15
16

ffi07.0905,Ex.F3.T1-S1,Tabfe12.Valuesfrom2008.2009fromEx.F4.
T4-S1, Table 3.

. ñäie tf,aiine Gbbal
3

AdJustment in 2005 was a credit and not a cost.
Values from Ex. F4-T4'S1' Tabl6 3.
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lJôdete tô Chert 2.1from EB-2ü)7-Gl6

150

125

I

w
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Þ4

Iru
b

Þuo
25
0

2000

2007

IPlcker¡ntB

tr PlckefngA

Eoarllû8ton

2008
IOPG

2009

Oûuce

Productlon Unlt Enersv Cost (PUEC) /MWh
2û7
2m
2ûlf)
2æ5

zw

u.2

nr A

113.9

75.6

ljto.1

73.9

Picker¡nr B

sl.3

s5.s

55.9

6t"3

47.3

'ìârlinrtôn

73.9

28.7

3r"6

29,7

33.1

)PG

?9-7

42,9

47.2

4.O

43.9

4L0

38.0

4.O

46.0

45.O

Plckeri

Bnrm

t

2
3

4
5

6

7
8

*

Bruce data for 2007, 2008 and 2009 from Bruce Annuaf Review documents on its
website, defined as'All in Costs". Please note that the 2007 figure was revised by Bruce
Power from $42 to $4¿ and the 2008 number was revised from $45 to $46 as per the
2009 Annual Review document. No disclosure of the change or rationale was provided.

11

in EB-2007-0905 Chart 2.1 was extracted by OEB staff from a
Nuclear Energy lnstitute report. OPG does not know the context of this report, nor
have direct access and does not represent OPG evidence. Therefore, that data has

t2

been removed.

9
10

NOTE: The U.S. Median
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